


Appendix A  How to Calculate  Photographic Exposures

value, the expression is as follows:

Fortunately, you will rarely need formulae like these 

because it is much easier to work with a rule of thumb 

that expresses the same concept in a simpler way: 

Each full step in the aperture sequence, the exposure 

sequence means  ±1 EV.

Aperture values are given by the sequence of num-

bers that result from calculating powers of the square 

root of 2 as follows: 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 16, 22, 

32, and so forth. Each step along this scale represents 

double (or half) the area of the aperture opening and, 

therefore, the amount of light that can reach the sen-

sor. Numerically, every second aperture value is double 

the previous one: 1, 2, 4, 8, and so forth; or 1.4, 2.8, 5.6, 

11, and so forth.

Exposure times are expressed as fractions of a sec-

ond, and they are doubled (or halved) with each incre-

ment: 1/1000, 1/500, 1/250, 1/125, 1/60, 1/30, 1/15, 

1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4, and so forth. Each increment allows 

twice (or half) as much light to reach the sensor.

ISO values are expressed numerically in a simple 

sequence that usually starts at 50 or 100 and doubles 

with each step: ISO 50, ISO 100, ISO 200, ISO 400, and 

EV
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You might initially hate to calculate using exposure val-

calculating exposures with apertures, exposure values, 

and exposure times can seem complex and unneces-

sary, but after you discover how the basic parameters 

images. Getting a perfect exposure is something a cam-

era cannot do, regardless of how high-tech it is. The 

camera simply doesn’t know if it is mounted on a tripod, 

if the lens has a built-in stabilizer, if you prefer a long 

exposure time over a short one with low noise, or if you 

only skills you need to calculate exposures are simple 

addition, subtraction, and division.

Virtually all of today’s cameras have an exposure com-

pensation function with values expressed in terms of 

exposure values (EVs). EVs are the cornerstone of pho-

tographic exposure calculation and represent the con-

vergence of aperture, ISO, and shutter speed. Together, 

these settings determine the amount of light that 

reaches the sensor (and the amplitude of the output 

signal). Their relationship can be expressed mathemati-

cally using the following formula (which you can safely 

ignore if you are not interested in such things): 

second. 

EV = log
2       

f-number2

 
                  Exposure time
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so forth. Increasing the ISO value increases the out-

put voltage of the sensor, and each step doubles (or 

halves) the sensitivity of the sensor.

Flash output values are expressed as fractions of a 

each increment results in twice (or half) the amount of 

light that reaches the sensor.

That’s all there is to it! After you have memorized 

these simple concepts, it’s just a matter of practice. 

The following tables show randomly chosen combina-

tions of values that result in the same overall expo-

sure. Put simply, every time you alter one value by one 

or more full steps, you have to adjust another value in 

the opposite direction by the same number of incre-

ments to achieve the same exposure (table 1 shows 

Flash-to-subject distance is also part of the calcula-

as follows:

In other words, each halving or doubling of the subject-

but two steps in one of the other sequences. If you 

Aperture f/1.0 f/1,4 f/2 f/2,8 f/4 f/5.6 f/8 f/11 f/16

Exposure 

time 

(seconds) 

1/125 1/60 1/30 1/15 1/8 1/4 1/2 1 2

ISO 100 200 400 800

Aperture f/1.0 f/1.4 f/2 f/2.8 f/4 f/5.6 f/8 f/11 f/16

Exposure 

time 

(seconds) 

1/125 1/60 1/30 1/15 1/8 1/4 1/2 1 2

ISO 100 200 400 800

Table 2:

Table 1:
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want to stick with single steps in the aperture, time, or 

ISO sequence, you have to calculate with multiples of 

sqrt(2) = 1.4 in the sequence of distances.

If we put all this together and assume you are com-

slightly more complicated. In the example, I assumed 

that shooting at 1/60 second and ISO 400 includes a 

fair amount of ambient light in the resulting image and 

the sample settings indicated by the red and green out-

lines produce the same overall exposure (see table 4).

When you shoot on location, you will usually meter 

suit your needs. This approach allows you to alter the 

exposure time (see the next section for examples).

-

sure. These less precise factors cannot be expressed 

shoot-through umbrella, reduces the amount of light 

that reaches the sensor by up to 2 EV.

Aperture f/1.0 f/1.4 f/2 f/2.8 f/4 f/5.6 f/8 f/11 f/16

Exposure time 

(seconds) 
1/125 1/60 1/30 1/15 1/8 1/4 1/2 1 2

ISO 100 200 400 800

Flash  

output 
1/256 1/128 1/64 1/32 1/16 1/8 1/4 1/2 1/1

Flash-to-subject 

distance (meters) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Aperture f/1.0 f/1.4 f/2 f/2.8 f/4 f/5.6 f/8 f/11 f/16

Exposure time 

(seconds) 
1/125 1/60 1/30 1/15 1/8 1/4 1/2 1 2

ISO 100 200 400 800

Flash  

output 
1/256 1/128 1/64 1/32 1/16 1/8 1/4 1/2 1/1

Flash-to-subject 

distance (meters) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Table 3:

Table 4:
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The only other factor you need to consider when 

you work through the following examples is the longest 

exposure time at which you can shoot handheld with-

out camera shake. A good rule of thumb is as follows: 

any doubt, then halve the maximum exposure time.

So far we have calculated with relative exposure val-

ues up and down the steps on a scale, but exposure val-

ues can also be expressed in absolute terms in relation 

to the physical concept of luminance. This means we 

measure them (these examples are from the Wikipedia 

“Exposure Value” page):

Burning house EV
ISO100

 = 9

Christmas tree lights EV
ISO100

 = 4 bis 5

Clear sky EV
ISO100

 = 15

Cloudy sky EV
ISO100 

= 12

Aurora borealis EV
ISO100 

= –6 bis –3

Sample Calculations

Without Flash

-

ing about exposure values, and they will teach you to 

the shutter.

Adjusting the ISO Value in Dim Light | Imagine you 

are shooting inside a church using a midrange zoom 

set to 30 mm. In P mode (ISO set to 100), the camera 

suggests an aperture of f/4 and an exposure time of 1/4 

second. This shutter speed is obviously too long and 

would cause camera shake, but the lens is already set 

to its maximum aperture. The solution is to increase the 

ISO to 800, which gives you 3 additional stops (i.e., 1/4  

1/8  1/15  1/30 second). The new shooting param-

eters are ISO 800, f/4, and 1/30 second, which you can 

shoot handheld. You can either set these values manu-

ally in M mode or you just change the ISO value. In Auto 

modes like Av or P, the camera then adjusts the other 

parameters automatically.

Dim Light with Stabilizer | The situation is the same 

as in the previous example, but this time you are using 

a lens with a built-in optical stabilizer; the camera has 

no way of knowing about the image stabilization. Once 

again, P mode suggests f/4 and 1/4 second at ISO 100. 

The stabilizer allows you to shoot up to 4 stops slower 

than normal, so you can safely adjust the ISO to 200 

and still shoot low-noise images without camera shake.

Landscapes | This time you are shooting a broad 

landscape using a 10mm lens on an APS-C camera. In P 

mode and with auto ISO, the camera suggests f/8 and 

1/1000 second. However, you wish to capture the maxi-

time in reserve, so in Av or M mode you can switch to 

f/22, which gives you 3 stops less of light (8  11  

16  22). The ISO remains at 100 (note that the mini-

mum ISO for some Nikon cameras is 200), so you have 

to reduce the exposure time, from 1/1000  1/500  

1/250 

handheld with a 10mm lens.

 In this situ-

ation the camera is set to auto and recommends ISO 

100, f/8, and 1/500 second, but a test shot reveals that 

parts of the sky are burned out. The solution is to use 

Av mode and 1 or 2 stops of negative exposure com-

pensation. The resulting settings are ISO 100, f/8, 1/500 

second, and –2 EV compensation. This is equivalent to 

M mode settings of ISO 100, f/8, and 1/2000 second. 

These settings expose the sky correctly but underex-

Photoshop if you shoot in RAW format.
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Tripod-Mounted Landscape Shot with Neutral 

Density Filter |

exposure time long in bright sunlight and makes it pos-

sible to blur the movement of a waterfall captured in 

leeway and extends the potential exposure time to 

1,024 times its original value (1  2  4  8  16 

 32  64  128  256  512  1,024). For the 

it also causes the camera’s exposure meter to fail. How-

example, these shots show that ISO 100, f/11, and 1/30 

second produce a well-exposed image.

camera to ISO 100, f/11, and 32 seconds. However, this 

means you have to wait 32 seconds to view each test 

shot. You can work faster if you make your test shots at 

ISO 800, f/11, and 4 seconds. After you know the basic 

make a couple of long exposures at ISO 100.

Product Shot in Daylight | This exercise involves 

photographing a piece of jewelry for an eBay auction in 

f/1.4 prime lens and is mounted on a tripod. The shut-

The camera doesn’t know that it is mounted on a tripod; 

ISO 400, f/4, and 1/60 second, which results in a hor-

rible exposure.

100, the camera recommends 1/8 second at f/1.4. This 

shoot at the desired aperture of f/11 and ISO 100, you 

have to set the exposure time to 8 seconds (i.e., 6 stops 

slower to accommodate the narrow aperture). If a test 

shot reveals some slight overexposure, you would just 

switch to M mode and use ISO 100, f/11, and 4 seconds.

 The idea is to capture 

a portrait in sunny backlight with a slightly overexposed 

background; the sun is peeking out from behind the 

subject. In this situation the camera’s automatic expo-

background exposure and the foreground exposure, 

and it fails completely.

The solution is to spot meter the subject’s face. This 

should result in values of about 1/200 second and f/2.8 

at ISO 100. To deliberately overexpose the background, 

alter the exposure time to 1/100 second and adjust the 

settings in M mode so you don’t have to repeat the pro-

cedure for every shot.

Splashes | When this scenario is shot in auto mode 

with a telephoto zoom set to 250mm and a maximum 

aperture of f/6.3, the camera will select f/8 and 1/200 

-

era will select 1/400 second, f/7.1, and ISO 400. What 

In such an extreme situation, use M mode and 

choose ISO 800, 1/1000 second, and f/6.3. You will trade 

a little extra image noise and a slight lack of sharpness 

due to the open aperture for successfully freezing the 

the bird’s wings.

Setting Exposure Using Known Values | In this exer-

cise we look at a landscape under a cloudy sky. We want 

to expose the photo without the help of an exposure 

meter. Cloudy daylight generally has an EV of 12 at ISO 

100. If you don’t already know the EVs of certain situa-

tions, you can look them up on the Wikipedia “Exposure 

Value” page. Recall from earlier in this appendix that 0 

EV results from shooting at f/1.0 for 1 second at ISO 

100.
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Set your camera to ISO 100 (other values require you 

to recalculate using the formula shown at the beginning 

of this appendix). If you then select an aperture of f/8, 

you need to select an exposure time that equates to 

 1.4 

 2  2.8  4  5.6  8). This accounts for half the 

You can account for the other half by selecting an expo-

sure time of 1/60 second (1  1/2  1/4  1/8  1/15 

 1/30 

100, f/8, and 1/60 second.

-

edge will help you quickly estimate the settings you 

need to correctly expose images in standard situations.

With Flash

Have a Canon | In this scenario, your portrait work-

shop instructor suggests that you use f/8 and 1/125 

second to shoot in the lighting setup he has arranged, 

but your images are underexposed.

Nikon and Canon cameras don’t use the same 

metering parameters. The ISO range of some Nikon 

cameras begins at 200, which can cause discrepancies 

if someone else shoots with a Canon that meters start-

ing at ISO 100. This is why your shots are 1 stop darker 

settings because of the other workshop participants, 

-

solution is to double the ISO value to 200.

Team Shoot in a Studio with Preset Lighting | You 

are taking part in a group studio shoot. Your friend has 

set up the lighting to suit his 85mm f/1.8 lens, which he 

is using at f/2 with ISO 100 and 1/200 second. However, 

your zoom lens has a maximum aperture of f/2.8.

As in the previous example, you cannot alter the 

-

increase the ISO to 200.

 

your stabilized 70–200mm f/2.8 zoom to a 50mm f/1.4 

lens. Your camera was previously set to 1/80 second 

-

tings and continue using a wide aperture to produce 

pleasing bokeh. You begin shooting at f/2.8 and then 

switch to f/1.4. Later you swap your lens for a 50mm 

f/4.0 Lensbaby.

-

ting the ISO to 160, and you can compensate for the 

second switch by increasing the ISO to 1280. The expo-

Splash Photo | You are photographing an indoor 

your images aren’t as sharp as you would like them to 

speedlight at low output. But now, with your camera set 

to ISO 100, you are missing 2 EV of lighting power.

-

double the ISO to 200.

bulbs in a home studio. Your initial test shots at ISO 200 
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-

posed by 2 stops.

There are various ways to deal with this situation, all 

of which have advantages and disadvantages. Doubling 

lighting, but it provides harsher light. Closing down the 

aperture by 2 stops will correct the exposure, but it pro-

the problem, but it creates much softer light. Placing 

EV, but it diminishes the overall image quality. The best 

solution is to use Low ISO mode. For example, the ISO 

setting for a Canon EOS 5D Mark II can be reduced from 

200 to 50. A compromise is to use ISO 100 and increase 

Fighting Sunlight Using Guide Numbers | In this 

sunlight. The sun is behind the model, and you want to 

light (not as an accent light). Metering for the ambient 

light at ISO 200 gives you an aperture of f/16, which is 

typical and adheres to the sunny-16 rule. Is it possible 

-

The answer is yes, even if you have to make com-

-

-

tance in meters at ISO 100 is given by the formula  

-

amount of light that reaches the subject. These settings 

do not allow additional leeway for underexposing the 

surroundings—a technique that can be used with por-

are called in Germany). You can, however, reduce the 

-

even lighting for a standing model photographed in por-

trait format. If you need help working out the relation-

spread, check out the Wikipedia “Angle of View” page.

Evening and Nighttime City Streets with Flash and 

 Your goal is to 

make portraits with bokeh in an urban evening scenario 

photos/polvero/popular-interesting/). You are using 

a 70–200mm f/2.8 IS (stabilized) lens at the maximum 

aperture and focal length. When you meter for the 

ambient light, the camera selects 1/200 second, f/2.8, 

and ISO 2500. Would other settings make more sense 

The camera doesn’t know the lens is stabilized, so it 

selected a very high ISO value. Armed with the knowl-

edge that the image stabilization provides up to 4 stops 

of extra exposure, you can set the exposure time to 

1/50 second (2 stops slower) without problems. This 

allows you to reduce the ISO to 640 and retain the wide 

aperture of f/2.8. If you are not sure if you can shoot 

at 1/50 second handheld, switch to 1/100 second and 

increase the ISO to 1280. If you are shooting in a situa-

tion like this with a nonstabilized lens, use a monopod 

and keep the shutter speed at 1/50 second. At this sen-

light, because the camera is set so sensitive, and so 1/32 

 You are at an open-air 

fashion shoot on a cloudy afternoon. In auto mode, the 

camera’s spot meter chooses settings of 1/100 second, 

f/5.6, and ISO 200, which will expose the model cor-

rectly but produce uninspired images.

-

ing, but be warned: As the subject is already correctly 

exposed, you have to alter the camera settings to avoid 

overexposure. The solution is to underexpose the sur-
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roundings by about –2 EV, which results in settings of 

ISO 100, f/5.6, and 1/200 second. Then you can add an 

about undercutting the camera’s sync speed. A single 

(see also the “Fighting Sunlight Using Guide Numbers” 

example above).

Calculating Sync Speeds | Using a compact camera 

with a fast leaf shutter and with a dedicated hot shoe 

(such as the Canon PowerShot G10) allows you to use 

ultrashort exposure times to keep the surroundings 

underexposed and give the sky a more dramatic look. 

In this scenario, you are shooting at 1/400 second, f/4, 

-

behind the subject. Can you duplicate this scene with a 

speed for most DSLRs is 1/200 second, which overex-

poses the scene by 1 stop. However, closing the aper-

ture by 1 stop or reducing the ISO to 50 would provide 

-

ject distance by a factor of 1.4 would solve the output 

problem, but the subject would probably not be lit ade-

quately. The most obvious (and probably the easiest) 

four units in parallel.

 Imagine you 

are shooting portraits during the blue hour. The loca-

tion is great, but the ambient light is too weak. You have 

 

The camera is set to 1/50 second, f/2.8, and ISO 

-

if you increase the camera’s sensitivity without alter-

ing the exposure for the ambient scene—that is, 1/200 

second, f/2.8, and ISO 800. At its telephoto setting, the 

                     
A = 

100

E
F
 L

B

GN   
E

F
 
 
 
 

  
E

L
 

      

where GN is the guide number (in meters), B is the 

aperture value, E
F
 is the selected ISO value (800 in this 

case), and E
L
 is the ISO base value (100 in this case).

This gives us: A = [(58 / 2.8) x 2.8] m = 58 m

even accounting for a potential loss of 2 or 3 EV, this 

20 meter distance.

In a situation like this, use a black foamie thing or a 

snoot to prevent direct light from hitting the subject, 

result. Depending on the camera you are using, you will 

probably need to set the exposure compensation to +1 

mode and full output—you will probably need it. Dou-

ble check the bounce angle to make sure you get the 

 You are using 

wedding. The walls aren’t very close to the subject, but 

and a relatively narrow aperture of f/6.3. With a wall 

about 2 meters away from the subject, the bounced 

shooting at the same aperture if you move to a distance 

The obvious solution is to increase the ISO, but 

remember that doubling the distance to the light 

source requires you to quadruple the ISO setting. In 

other words, at a distance of 4 meters from the wall, 

the light has to travel 8 meters, so you have to increase 
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the ISO to 400. At a distance of 8 meters, you have to 

quadruple this value to ISO 1600.

In practice, you probably won’t have to use such a 

You could also open the aperture a little, but that will 

I chose f/6.3 for this example because my test shots 

using a wider aperture.

 You are shoot-

ing portraits at a distance of 2 meters in front of a white 

The inverse square law says the strength of the light 

produced by a point source is inversely proportional 

to the square of the distance between the light source 

to-subject distance, you can use the inverse square law 

the background by the desired number of stops. If the 

the background will be underexposed by 2 stops (–2 

EV) if the background is located 2 meters behind the 

Calculating Flash Exposure in HSS Mode | Assume 

you are using Neil van Niekerk’s gang light approach to 

-

lights in parallel and in HSS mode to circumvent the 

use very short exposure times and wide apertures. The 

downside is that this approach requires multiple expen-

of HSS-capable PocketWizard radio triggers. For his 

original gang light shot, Neil selected 1/8000 second, 

ISO 100, and f/2 in HSS mode (for more information, 

see Neil’s blog at http://neilvn.com/tangents/using-mul-

create the same look without using HSS and without so 

This is a hard but interesting problem to solve. Neil 

used a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and four Canon Speed-

output. The solution to the challenge lies in the use of a 

Calculation for the ambient light 
exposure:

When you expose for ambient light, the following pairs 

of parameters always give you the same overall expo-

sure: 

1/8000 at f/2

1/4000 at f/2.8

1/2000 at f/4

1/1000 at f/5.6

1/500 at f/8

1/250 at f/11

So obviously, the shortest exposure time you can use 

speed for a Canon, but 1/250 second is easier to calcu-

late with in this example.)

aperture as Neil to preserve the same shallow depth 

increase the exposure time by a factor of 32 (1  2  

4  8  16  32). Adjusting the aperture by the same 

factor results in settings of 1/250 second and f/2.

Calculation for flash exposure:

to 1/4 (i.e., –2 EV) because HSS mode uses an uncon-

you have to calculate the exposure as you would for 
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-

ous light source); in other words, you have to take the 

exposure time into account. So you lose 2 stops of 

exposure at 1/250 second, you loose 3 stops (–3 EV) 

at 1/500 second and 4 stops (–4 EV ) at 1/1000 second. 

To compensate for this change with the aperture, you 

have to switch from f/11  f/8  f/5.6  f/4  f/2.8. 

This means the following sets of parameters produce 

-

put):

If you work back up the scale, you will end up at Neil’s 

original settings:

   1/1000 at f/2.8

= 1/2000 at f/2.0

Note: Here we were lucky, as this was a spot landing. 

-

tor’s zoom setting. With these parameters, you could 

Mark II’s sync speed of 1/200 second (as we calculated 

Sunlight | Recently, I saw some photos that were shot 

as part of an advertising campaign for the PocketWiz-

ard TTL and HSS-capable radio triggers. They showed 

a model splashing around in a lake, photographed into 

the bright afternoon sun at 1/4000 second. The photos 

look great (check them out at http://www.pocketwizard.

without TTL-capable radio triggers.

The sample photo was captured with a Canon EOS 

5D Mark II, an EF 24–70mm f/2.8L lens set to f/6.3 and 

35mm, a shutter speed of 1/4000 second, ISO 200, and 

35 degrees (presumably at full output).

such a wide-angle zoom setting puts it in a class of 

its own, but you can duplicate its power with multiple 

you have access to multiple Canon Speedlite 580EX II 

According to Canon, a single Speedlite 580EX II has 

a guide number of 36 meters at its 35-degree zoom 

setting. Adding one or two more units is equivalent to 

increasing the ISO to 200 or 300. The resulting calcula-

tion is as follows: 

GN
new

 = GN
old

  
  

ISO
new

 
 

   
100

Here, GN
old

 is the original guide number (in our 

example, 36 at ISO 100) and GN
new 

 is the new guide 

number that results from using the new ISO value. This 

gives us new guide numbers of approximately 50 or 62 

580EX II units or two 580EX IIs and one 430EX II. In HSS 

 

35 degrees.

 

 

them on the same stand as the master. If necessary, 

use a small piece of aluminum foil to steer the mas-

ter’s optical control signals toward the slaves’ receiv-

ers, which are located above the AF assist emitters 

on the fronts of the units.

I am not sure why the photographer used ISO 200. 

This was either an oversight or it was necessary to keep 

the exposure time short enough to freeze the splashes, 

course, the same calculation works perfectly for ISO 

200.
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Continuous Light versus Flash | This is an interesting 

but tricky exercise. A shot is set up so a Canon Speedlite 

to 35 degrees. The camera is set to ISO 100 and f/16, 

replaced by a small 35-watt halogen lamp that also has 

a spread of 35 degrees. How long does the exposure 

A quick Internet search reveals that the 430EX II has 

an output of 40 watt-seconds (Ws), and at 1/16 output, 

this equates to 2.5 watt-seconds. The halogen lamp is 

These values give us the following calculation:

I tested this, and found that the two light sources 

deliver an almost identical exposure with the given 

shooting parameters. So our calculation seems to be 

right.

 In workshop 17 we used the 

more evenly. The distance values are included in the 

workshop text, but we left out the precise calculation to 

keep the description simple.

Remember that the illuminance was initially reduced 

states that the illuminance provided by a point source 

(E
V
) is inversely proportional to the square of the dis-

tance to the object it illuminates:

 or

where E
V
 is the illuminance in lux.

edge of the coin is 30mm and; the distance to the right 

edge of the coin is 60mm. I selected the constant k so 

that E
V

absolute terms, the calculation for the light at the right 

edge of the coin is as follows:

The same formula applied to the lower image gives 

us the following:

Therefore, k = 810,000, which gives us the following:

E
v. right  

 
 

       
    

1 
 

  
1202 

 

subject distance results in a less severe lighting drop-

remember when you are photographing groups of peo-

in the front of the group and those at the back, but of 

don’t confuse illuminance (E
V
) with exposure value (EV)!

E
v
    

 
 

       
   

1 
 

   
r2 

E
v  

=  k  
 
 

       
   

1 
 

   
r2 

E
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= k x  
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